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The global warming has been linked to the consumption of HFC

WMO/UNEP 2014 SAP report



Natural refrigerants

Current 

refrigerants Alternatives

R290/R600a

R600a

R717

R723

R290 

R1270

R23 R170

Various R744

R134a

R404A      

R507A        

R22

Natural refrigerants are defined as:

Naturally occurring in nature

That they are naturally degraded in atmosphere 

without creating toxic breakdown product



Accidents happen:



We are not here discussing the everyday occurring accidents



With modern technology information is out seconds after the accident happen



Be careful with press reports

The press only tells you a little

It is not always the true story

Often important details are missing







Icepak Coldstores, Tamahere, New Zealand

8 April 2008

One firefighter killed

Seven injured

A new fire engine burned out

A leaking R-22 system was retrofitted in to a HC 

solution without upgrading the site or the system

Non of the recommendations from industry 

leaders or standards were followed



Melting butter and cheece

The number of fatalities became less 

because of quick and competent aid

After the blast the fire fuelled it self and 

burnt down the building

Minor part of the buildings were saved by 

competent fire service







What made it go so wrong?

A leaking R-22 system had been converted in to a HC solution

No machine room ventilation

No proper gas detection system in place

Parking of gas driven trucks in plant room

The doors were locked in a way that prevented entrance without cutting tools

The conversion should have been done by a qualified company

The normal standards would have prevented the accident

Fix leaks before you convert a system – to any other gas



A different accident
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Gas explosion kills one person in Binh Duong

Gas explosion kills one person in Binh Duong 

Police investigate the cause of a gas explosion in Thu Dau Mot City. — VNA/VNS Photo Duong Chi 

Tuong

BINH DUONG (VNS) — One person was killed and two others were seriously injured in a gas 

explosion this morning in the southern province of Binh Duong.

The explosion happened at 8am in Thanh Nha Trade Ltd Company in Phu Tho district of Thu Dau

Mot City.

The two seriously injured persons were admitted to Binh Duong General Hospital.

A resident living near the company said the blast was huge, with debris falling everywhere, creating 

panic among the residents.

One inspector said the cause of the blast could be the company workers' negligence while filling gas 

in the gas holder of an air conditioner. — VNS

Latest update, 

Vietnam case:

The explosion 

happened due to 

unsafe service of 

technicians when 

brazing, using 

LPG. There was 

no either explosion 

of the R-22 

cylinder nor 

compressor. 



Another





And another



Latest update, Vietnam case:

The explosion happened due to unsafe 

service of technicians when brazing, using 

LPG. There was no either explosion of the 

R-22 cylinder nor compressor. 



It happens in Europe as well



Training is the key to success

More than once it has happened that the technicians use O2 for pressure test because it is at hand

Too many accidents happen because of risky behaviour; seems to be the case in the Vietnam case

A great portion of accidents are fall from height

Explosions have occurred with both R22, R134a and R407C because there was sufficient air in the system 

to reach the LFL at elevated pressure and temperature

Most common reason for fire in AC systems is lack of proper maintenance and cleaning



Unsafe working conditions



Other accidents

Wrong reaction

- pulling out electrical plugs when refrigerant leaks in the machine room

- only qualified persons are allowed in the machine room – exactly like for machine room for elevator 

systems

- machine room is not a storage room or parking room for fork lifts or other machines

- machine room and AC ventilation system must not be mixed

- detection system must be in place



Accidents with ammonia

Accidents with ammonia are generally rare

Ammonia has been in use for more than 150 years and trained staff are available in most parts of the world

Training requirements are well integrated and accepted in the industry

Standards and procedures are in place and under constant improvement when new methods become 

known

Safety requirements and personal protection gear is on the market

Qualified engineers and welders can be hired when needed



Ammonia Leakage in A Food Refrigeration Factory, Shanghai, China

Description of Injury:

 15 people were killed , 7 people seriously injured.
Incident Description:

 An operator conducted a defrost of an IQF freezer in an ammonia compressor 

room to increase the refrigeration efficiency. 

 The hot ammonia gas mixed with the cold liquid ammonia resulting in a sudden 

increase in a liquid hammer.

 Several tons of ammonia leaked and  killed the workers in the production area 

near the compressor room who could not escape quick enough.
Root Cause:

 Wrong defrosting procedure (did not discharge the cold ammonia in the pipe).

 Poor welding quality of the cap with the header pipe.

 Poor design of the factory layout.

 Poor awareness and training of the temporary worker 

Lesson Leaned:

 To require the qualified worker and supplier to do the pressurized pipe welding.

 Training of the  operators.

Damaged Header 

The Cap off from the header

Date of Incident : 13 Aug 

2013



A very important message!

You cannot and should not make rules or regulate on basis of accidents that 

happen when people go against standards and regulations

This kind of accidents are more a matter of view of human nature

When money becomes the #1 priority common sense is often neglected



CO2 releases causing no fatalities

In 2010 and 2011 a couple of incidents were reported in the UK

Components were the root cause to these incidents

Manufacturer admitted that there had been a quality problem

Since then many hundreds of systems have been installed with no further problems



Huffing any gas is a deadly addiction

A government study was done showing 52% of the treatment admissions that were inhalant related in 2008 

were 18 to 29 years of age. 32% were aged 30 to 44 years old and 16% were 45 and older. Crack, LSD, 

Heroin and PCP use by adults were lower than inhalant abuse by adults

http://www.addictionsearch.com/treatment_blog/huffing-freon-is-a-deadly-addiction_81.html



Accidents will happen – but we can try to avoid them

EN 13313 describes the education level and what topics to be knowledgeable in

Training centres and institutes around the world can approve the skills achieved

Technicians need to be trained at least in handling the refrigerants they are to work with

Service technicians that are on call need to know more than installation only technicians 

For doing leak check only you can be trained for this



Training apply to all tasks



An example
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NH3 releases in the US
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Main contributions to ammonia releases
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Internal and external root causes



Failures can have different paths and causes



Specifying the right quality refrigerant



Refrigerant grade ammonia

c Not specified



Ammonia purity and grades 



There has been fake refrigerants in the market for a while



Standards for safety

The ventilation calculated is for normal service purpose

The ventilation cannot handle a catastrophic leak

Some gas can be absorbed by air scrubber systems

For large capacity systems you have to consider dominating wind direction

Water and CO2 can help absorbing ammonia

Other refrigerants can only be ventilated away

There is only one refrigerant that we can inhale in un-limited amounts: clean 

atmospheric air at normal surface pressures



What happens if the ammonia is contaminated?

Chemical reactions will influence the efficiency and reliability and reduce the expected operational lifetime of 

the system dramatically

In ammonia systems you get a different polymers that obstruct the functions of valves and block the 

refrigerant flow to pressure transmitters and temperature sensors

New

Used 

(1)



What happens if the HFC is contaminated?

High temperatures and water increase the reaction and the formation of HF which is the dominating acid in 

HFC systems

The typical result is copper plaiting of valves and bearings



New Refrigerants coming up

DuPont new ASHRAE

R404A XP40 R449A

XP10 R513A

Opteon yf R1234yf

R410A XL41 R454B

R22 DR-91 N/A

Honeywell

Performax R407F

N40 R448A

N13 R450A

Solstice ze R1234ze

R410A L41 R447A

R123/R245fa Solstice zd R1233zd

R22 N-20 N/A

R134a

R404A

R134a



A little flash back from the introduction of the first HFC’s

169 questionnaires answered in Denmark 1998 



About HFC and others

There are no statistics that show how many accidents happen with HFC because only death are registered

Incidents with HFC are very often classified under other class of accidents such as fall from height

Many papers have been produced on the topic over the years not getting closer to a picture

We know about fatalities

We know it happens but we cannot learn from them

We read about fatalities in the press without getting the full picture of what happened



From Sweden we know a little

Safety and Hazards in the Refrigeration Industry 

Robert D Heap MBE, F Inst R 



Some accidents and fatalities have been caused by 

blends containing methyl chloride (R-40)

These blends have been sold on all markets and for all 

types of systems

In large systems with few aluminium parts you get a white 

powder in the system

In mobile systems with a lot of aluminium parts you can 

get violent exploxions



Keep the equipment in good shape – it is a good investment



Training and education is important

Ref: “Det Norske Veritas Ltd for 

The Health and Safety 

Executive”



Safety is a lifestyle and a way of thinking

Safety has to be part of the company policy from top to bottom

Management needs to focus keeping up safety on all levels

Safety has to be rooted in everything you do and think

ISO-18000 part 1&2 is a good place to start



All refrigerants must be handled with respect

All refrigerants have to be dealt with taking in to account their properties

 Some are toxic

 Some are flammable

 Some are both

 Some produce toxic break down product when heated

All HVAC&R systems have to be maintained for several reasons

 Safety

 Efficiency

 Noise

Conclusions



Conclusions

- No refrigerant is more safe than others

- Safety is a life long process

- Accidents will happen but we can make sure the consequences are as small as possible

- Training and updating is essential to ensure the use of correct habits and procedures

- Safety starts from the top in the company, without the managements focus is will not work

- There are standards, guide lines and regulations in place that will help preventing the worst accidents

- Enforcement from the authorities will ensure compliance

- Local safety systems and organisation will help the culture change together with the management

Although maintenance can cause accidents the lack of maintenance 

is much more common reason for fire and other accidents
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You have the right to a safe workplace

Source: www.osha.gov



Thank you for your kind attention


